Provenance with Passion

1984 - 2015. Over 30 Years of Excellence.

About Us
Established in 1984 Solent Butchers began life as a Family
Butcher’s Retail Outlet, operating under the philosophy of
providing exceptional service and quality products on every order
and for every customer. Our employees are trained to respect the
same philosophy. Full traceability, sustainability, provenance and
our commitment to animal and farm welfare assurance schemes
supporting local farmers wherever possible are key to
maintaining these goals.
Today, we offer the same butchery skills, standard of product and
friendly service, alongside the latest technology and extensive
distribution service from our purpose built BRC Accredited Premises
in Portsmouth, Hampshire.
Solent Butchers has developed into a leading Specialist Meat Supplier
to the Foodservice Catering Sector, supplying a range of discerning
customers, including Hotels, Public Houses and Restaurants,
Nursing and Residential Homes, Schools (Independent and Public),
Universities, Corporate Caterers and the Public Sector.
Today’s work determines tomorrow’s standards and by prioritising
the demands of our customers we know that a policy of continuous
development and improvement is the only way forward. We have
taken time to develop a range of fully traceable English products
where quality is not defined by the cut of meat but the whole supply
chain that supports it.
We are conscious of supporting the local and surrounding
communities both in terms of minimising our impact on the
environment and as a supporter of local businesses causes and
employment. Our Environmental Management System has been
certified by South East Business Carbon Hub and we currently
support the League of Friends, Portsmouth Hospital’s Rocky Appeal,
Rowans Hospice and is a registered ‘Business supporting older
people fund (BSOP) in Hampshire’. The company works with the
local employment agency to offer placements under Work Experience
Scheme as well as being a keen supporter of Apprenticeships giving
young people the opportunity to start and progress their careers
developing their skills, knowledge and confidence.

England’s Best Sirloin Steak
Gold Award Winner
Quality Standard Mark
Excellence Awards 2015

Gold Medal Winner
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2014

Gold Award Winner
EBLEX England’s
Best Burger
Challenge 2014

Gold Award Winner
Great Hampshire
Sausage & Pie
Competition 2014

Gold Medal Winner
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2013

Finalist
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2012

Category Winner
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2012

Finalist
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2011

Finalist
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2010

Category Winner
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2009

Finalist
BPEX Food Service
Pork Sausage
of the Year 2009

We continually aim to improve the business on many fronts including
strategic management of procurement, staff and environmental issues.
Our success mirrors that of our customers’ and that is why the
continued growth and development of our business is about providing
our customers with a bespoke range of quality products supported by
an exceptional service.
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Our Services
We offer the highest quality meat and poultry products to our customers.
Full traceability, sustainability and provenance are key to maintaining
these goals. We are committed to animal and farm welfare assurance
schemes supporting local farmers wherever possible. Our staff and
suppliers also consider the environment at every stage of the procurement
and supply chain.
By prioritising the demands of our customers, Solent Butchers offers
an extensive range of fully traceable English products where quality is
not defined by the cut of meat but the whole supply chain that supports
it. From the farmer to the delivery driver, every step of the production
process is handled with the utmost care and attention to detail.
We endeavour to develop close relationships with all our customers and
acquire a comprehensive understanding of their requirements, in order
to develop a range of products that are specifically designed for them,
working one-on-one to develop products that are both bespoke and unique
to give customers what they need, how they need it, when they want it.
Our quality assured products offer guarantees covering traceability,
cutting and packing, storage, maturation, welfare, hygiene and food safety
effectively covering every stage of the production process.
Solent Butchers have a broad spectrum of products from our English Farm
Assured Brand which covers a full range of Bacon, Beef, Duck, Lamb,
Pork and Poultry through to Farm specific, Free Range and Organic to
satisfy our customer’s varied demands.
Our range of alternative cuts offers new and innovative products,
which have been developed using new cutting techniques to create a
more diverse range, not only enhancing the value of the carcase but
also offering increased levels of taste and consistency. Dry Aged Beef
Roasting offers superb flavour and texture as well as flexibility. Our home
cured Salt Brisket, slow cooked offers a delicate texture and fine flavour
providing another example of our ability to expand our range to cater for
our customer’s needs.
Sausages are now a must item on any menu and our award winning range
made on site, with English Farm Assured Pork, have wide appeal and will
add variety and interest to your menu.
Alongside our Sausages we offer a range of fresh and frozen Burgers.
From our award winning Classic Burger Range to Mince Patties we cater
for all needs and occasions.

PROVENANCE WITH PASSION
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Beef
Farm Assured English Beef
Sourced from an established Supply Chain our Beef carries the EBLEX
Quality Standard Mark. Strictly enforced standards provide total product
integrity. Every stage from Farm to Plate is independently inspected
offering combined guarantees of food safety, animal welfare, care for the
environment and enhanced eating quality.
Southern Pride Beef
Southern Pride Beef is a Premium Quality English Beef Brand that
you can serve with Pride and Confidence. Our Beef is selected from
assured farms in Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Hampshire,
Somerset, Surrey, West Sussex and Wiltshire using traditional farming
and finishing methods. All our animals are rested over night with fresh
bedding and water. This encourages the animals to be stress free at the
time of slaughter, which further enhances the product and eating quality.
Dry Aged Beef
Aged on the bone for 28 days in a dedicated fridge our farm specific Beef
Roasting offers superb flavour and texture as well as flexibility. Expertly
prepared by our skilled butchers we offer a product that you can serve
with pride and confidence.

Aberdeen Angus Beef
Traced right back to the middle of the 18th century Aberdeen Angus
Beef has been regarded as arguably the most prestigious cattle
breed throughout the world, renowned for producing beef with an
unparalleled reputation for superior eating quality driven by heavily
marbled meat cuts.
Certified Aberdeen Angus cattle from registered pedigree sires are hand
selected from designated Farm Assured farms within 50 miles radius
of Guildford. Hanging the meat carefully on the bone, our suppliers cut
and trim to our exact specifications to ensure only the highest-class cuts
are included.
We collect the Beef in our own transport and age for a minimum of
21 days in a dedicated fridge at our premises in Portsmouth. Ageing will
ensure that the Black Angus Beef maintains an unparalleled reputation
for superior eating quality driven by heavily marbled meat cuts.
Solent Select Premium Beef Burgers
We maintain complete control of the manufacturing process from raw
material to finished product. Teaming up with our supply partners,
we have been able to create our Bespoke Range of Fresh and Frozen
Beef Burgers which is being continually developed and expanded and
will add variety and interest to your menu. From our Award Winning
Classic Burger Range, which includes Organic through to Mince
Patties we cater for all needs and occasions.

WE LOVE MAKING GREAT BURGERS
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Lamb

Pork

Farm Assured English Lamb
Our lamb is hand selected from farms in the South West. The EBLEX
Quality Standard Mark ensures that you can be more confident in the
quality of the final product which includes eating quality guarantees.
Independently established standards cover traceability, cutting and
packing, storage, maturation, welfare, hygiene and food safety. The
proof is in a consistently high quality product with fantastic taste, texture
and tenderness.

Farm Assured English Pork
Expertly prepared on site by our butchers our British Quality
Assured English Pork is bred and supplied to the highest possible
standards. Under the Red Tractor banner, food safety, animal welfare,
environmental protection and guarantee of origin are just some of the
managed quality controls in place to ensure a top quality, fully traceable
product. Quality, taste and consistency are hallmarks of a range of cuts
that cater for every need…

Southern Pride Lamb
From Dorset to the uplands of the North and South Downs, Solent
Butchers are proud to work with local farms and producers to develop a
premium lamb brand. Using traditional farming methods and the highest
welfare standards our lambs benefit from an outdoor life, left to graze
naturally on and among the lush, green pastures. Our skilled butchers
use their craft to prepare a product that you can serve with pride and
confidence.

Wicks Manor Farm, a family run pig farm, home to premium Maldon
pork in Essex offer farm specific Red Tractor approved pork. The Pigs
live in open straw yards with plenty of freedom and are fed wheat and
barley grown and milled on the farm.

English Mutton
All our Mutton comes from animals that have been carefully selected,
finished and processed to achieve optimum flavour and an excellent
eating experience.
Although Mutton is available all year round, the best meat is produced
from October to March where the sheep have access to nutritious summer
and autumn grass and heather. Mutton offers both an ideal alternative and
foil to lamb during this period.
Produced to a Farm Assurance Standard, Mutton offers a delicious meaty
flavour with a succulent rich texture.

High Welfare Outdoor Bred Pork reared on the Ashmoor Farm in the
beautiful Deben Valley of Suffolk, West End Farm in Bishop Canning,
Devizes and Closewood Piggeries, Sheepwash Farm, Sheepwash Lane,
Denmead offer excellent eating qualities supported by high levels of
Animal Welfare.
Rare Breed Pork is traditional Gloucester Old Spot formally known
as the Orchard Pig which produces top quality all round meat all with
special flavours that are both succulent and delicious.
Free Range Pork from the top of the South Downs near Brighton.
All our pigs are Duroc/Hampshire crosses. These breeds confer great
qualities on the pork making it succulent and tender. Importantly, these
pigs can also withstand the heat of a summer’s day and cold winter
nights outside. The combination of traditional, slow-growing breeds, a
healthy outdoor lifestyle and safe nutritious food produces fine pork with
a superior flavour.
Southern Pride Pork Bred and reared on West End Farm in Bishop
Canning Devizes, Wiltshire and Closewood Piggeries, Sheepwash Farm,
Sheepwash Lane, Denmead in warm roomy straw yards. Housing them
on straw enables the pig to be able to forage and play in the straw yards
but enables the stockmen to check them closely throughout the day and
is the best way to produce the good quality meat which is neither too fat
for modern tastes or too lean to spoil eating quality.
Farm Assured English Bacon and Gammon
Our Bacon, Gammon Joints and Steaks are cured using British Quality
Assured English Pork. Food safety, animal welfare, environmental
protection and guarantee of origin are just some of the managed quality
controls in place to ensure a top quality, fully traceable Product.
Quality, taste and consistency are hallmarks of a range of cuts that cater
for every need…
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Pork
Solent Select Premium Fresh Sausages
Part of our everyday existence, the sound of sizzling sausages is
as familiar a British tradition as rainy weekends, last orders, oneday cricket and Tea & Crumpets. Sample our range of Traditional
Sausages, a product that has adorned marble tables of conquering
Romans and the silver platters of Ruling Royalty.
We began making Sausages in 2008 as we wanted to have complete
control of the manufacturing process from Raw Material to Finished
Product. Teaming up with our Supply Partners, we have been able to
create our Bespoke Range of Award Winning Fresh Sausages, which
is being continually developed and expanded which will add variety
and interest to your menu. Various flavours of sausagemeat offer a
different angle for scotch eggs and sausage rolls. Gluten Free and
Organic Sausages are the latest addition to our range.
Sausages are now a must item on any menu with Customer’s
demanding true quality and a high level of expectation. We are
proud of the awards that we have achieved producing a quality Fresh
Sausage that appeals to our wide-ranging Customer Base. Some
examples…
Cumberland - A Classic Pork Sausage with blend of spices and herbs
with hints of sage and the warmth of black pepper creating a delicate
yet flawless taste.

Pork, Caramelised Red Onion & Rosemary Sausages - The
Caramelized Onion compliments the pork perfectly creating a rich and
full flavoured sausage, perfect with mash or toad in the hole.

Pork & Ale Sausages - Coarse pork with hoppy notes makes it the
best of British, lovely with mash or toad in the hole.

Pork, Curry & Mango Chutney Sausages - The second national dish
gets a make- over with warm spices and tangy mango chutney for a
truly spectacular treat.

Pork & Chorizo Sausages - Pork Sausage with a Mediterranean
theme and pronounced flavour of Smoked Paprika.

Pork, Honey & Mustard Sausages - Pork Sausage with the sweetness
of Honey and a hint of Mustard that gives it bite and warmth.
Pork, Sage & Onion Sausages - A Sunday roast in a sausage with a
slightly drier texture perfect for gravy or casseroles.
Pork, Leek & Stilton Sausages - The creamy stilton is offset by
the clean cutting leeks with the stilton tang arriving at the perfect
moment…made with love but eaten with gusto.
Pork, Smoked Bacon & Maple Sausages - Pork Sausage with
irresistible taste and aroma of Smoked Bacon complimented by the
sweetness of maple.
‘Solent Select’ Pork Hot Dog - We have given the humble hotdog a
gourmet makeover creating this perfect dog, smokey and full of meat
this will fit the bill on any menu or party.
Wild Boar & Sage Sausages - The strength of Wild Boar combined
with subtle influence of Sage.

WE LOVE MAKING GREAT SAUSAGES
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FARM ASSURED ENGLISH POULTRY

Turkey

Duck

Our Turkeys are produced to Red Tractor Farm Standards, which is
backed by a far-reaching quality assurance scheme which promotes the
highest possible standards in food safety, traceability and bird welfare.
Low in fat, high in protein and highly flexible Turkey is an ideal meat
for everyone.

Farm assured Gressingham Duck, a unique cross breed of wild Mallard
and Pekin is produced by Gressingham Foods, a family business
dedicated to the production of the best quality duck.

Sourced from Hubbard’s Farm in Braintree, our Award Winning
‘English Rose’ Turkeys are a slow growing breed, giving excellent
confirmation and eating qualities. ‘Farmed for flavour’ ensures a rich
and succulent product with controls in place from ‘plough to plate’.

Hand reared on farms in the heart of East Anglia, Gressingham Duck is
renowned for its high quality of succulent and flavoursome breast meat,
low percentage of fat and rich gamely flavour.

Chicken
As a registered supplier of English quality assured poultry all our products
are bred and supplied to the highest possible standard, which include food
safety, animal welfare, environmental protection and guarantee of origin.
These are just some of the managed quality controls in place to ensure a
top quality product offering both excellent taste and consistency.
Whole birds sourced from a fully integrated supply chain in Shropshire
and Cheshire through to specialised individual cuts that cater for
every need.
Free range English poultry sourced from the traditional regions of
Norfolk and Suffolk and Creedy Carver Chicken reared on Merrifield
farm situated in the beautiful Devonshire countryside offers a contrast of
provenance. Please check availability when ordering.

FARM ASSURED ENGLISH POULTRY
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Cooked Meats
Spicy, Smoked or simply as it is…
We can offer an extensive range of high quality cooked and sliced meats
from around the world. From Serano ham to sliced Proscuitto to Chorrizo
sausage to traditional Wiltshire cure English ham we cater for all needs
and occasions.

Game
A full range of Venison and Game birds are available. Our suppliers are
based in Hampshire and have held the contract for the ‘Royal Venison’
for more than twenty years and also source products from stalkers and
Estates all over the southern counties.
Venison offers a quality of meat, rich and deep-coloured, healthy, full of
protein and energy.
Fresh Partridge, Pheasants, Hare and wild Rabbit are available when in
season (See below).
Note of Seasons:
Venison:
1st November - 31st March
Pheasant:
1st October - 1st February
Partridge:
1st September - 1st February
Wild Rabbit: All year round.

Farm Assured English Veal
All of our English veal is born and reared on farms in the West
Country, including Brookfield Farm, situated in the idyllic Tarrant
Valley in Dorset.
The calves are carefully reared on straw bedding in groups, with
completely unrestricted access to food, barley straw and water.
Welfare of the animals is paramount and their wellbeing and
contentment remains the principal consideration. All the farms have
been audited and accredited by the RSPCA. The producers won the
2011 Compassion in World Farming Good Calf Award.
Lean veal compares favourably against other meats in nutritional
value. It is high in protein, low in calories and very low in fat
(particularly saturated fat), making it a great healthy option.
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Marinated Products

Freedom Food Products

Expertly prepared on site by our butchers, our mixture of marinated
products are ideal for summer barbecues or simply adding a new flavour
to compliment our existing range of fresh meat products.

Solent Butchers offers a growing range of Freedom Food products,
which conform to the strict and compulsory RSPCA welfare
standards. By governing each stage of the animal’s life these
standards ensure a stimulating environment that enables the animals
to exhibit their natural behaviour.

A range of marinades (Food glazes), add exciting flavours to our offering
of Beef, Lamb, Pork and Poultry. Some examples…
Cajun Glaze - Hot, Spicy, Herby glaze with a Southern States flavour.
Chinese Glaze - Sweet, spicy Chinese glaze with a distinctive aniseed
flavour.
Hickory Smoke & Maple Glaze - A rich Hickory smoke and native
maple blend.
Hot n Spicy Glaze - Combination of aromatic spices with a distinct
chilli kick.
Mint Glaze - A subtle mint flavour to add sweetness.
Mint & Cucumber Glaze - Fresh and juicy cucumber with a refreshing
mint flavour.
Pepper Steak Glaze - Textured coating flavoured with pepper, garlic &
spices.
Rosemary & Garlic - Old English rosemary with a distinctive garlic
flavour.

Pork reared on Ashmoor Farm in the beautiful Deben Valley of
Suffolk, West End Farm in Bishop Canning, Devizes and Closewood
Piggeries, Sheepwash Farm, Sheepwash Lane, Denmead. Great
tasting meat with impeccable welfare and provenance.
Fresh Sausages using this great tasting pork we make fresh sausages
on site in various flavours to help add variety and value to any menu.
Please ask for details.
Bacon, Gammon and Cooked Hams using Higher Welfare Pork
bred to provide sumptuous products full of flavour and taste. Grilled
Bacon to Honey Glazed Gammon through to Wiltshire Ham we cater
for all needs.
Veal carefully reared on straw in large pens with unrestricted
access to food, water and barley straw. Welfare of the animals is
paramount and their wellbeing and contentment remains the principal
consideration. Unique and exquisite meat, pale pink in colour with
subtle yet sublime flavour.

We are continually reviewing and developing new flavours.

Organic Products
The welfare of the animals is central to Soil Association organic
principles encouraging normal animal behaviour in the outdoor spaces.
Our organic range allows us to promote and offer products that meet
this most natural of criteria.
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